Mass spectrometry is a valued method to evaluate the metabolomics content of a biological sample. The recent advent of rapid ionization technologies such as Laser Diode Thermal Desorption (LDTD) and Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART) has rendered high-throughput mass spectrometry possible. It can now be used for large-scale comparative analysis of populations of samples. In practice, many factors resulting from the environment, the protocol, and even the instrument itself, can lead to minor discrepancies between spectra, rendering automated comparative analysis difficult. In this work, a sequence/pipeline of algorithms to correct variations between spectra is proposed. The algorithms correct multiple spectra by identifying peaks that are common to all and, from those, computes a spectrum-specific correction. We show that these algorithms increase comparability within large datasets of spectra, facilitating comparative analysis, such as machine learning.
Introduction

1
Mass spectrometry (MS) is a widely used technique for acquiring data on the percentile parameter is set at 95%. The features shown to the machine learning 136 algorithms are the alignment points and their associated intensity values. The inductive workflow, where the data are first partitioned and only the spectra in the training set are used to learn a transformation that is applied to all spectra. The dotted blue arrows show where the algorithms were applied on unseen data, while the whole black arrows show the workflow of the training data.
For each task, we compared the performance of classifiers according to their 138 preprocessing. We thus compared (a) simply binning the spectra, (b) using the VLM 139 detection and correction algorithms and then binning the mass spectra and (c) using 140 the VLM detection and correction algorithms before using the alignment algorithm.
141
Binning is a commonly used technique in mass spectrometry analysis consisting in 142 grouping peaks and intensities found in a larger bin on the m/z axis into a single point 143 or peak [26] .
144
Results for transductive learning 145 Table 1 shows the results of the machine learning experiments in the transductive 146 setting for different tasks. Let us first consider the case of the clomiphene detection 147 task. In all conditions, we observe excellent results, with accuracies over 90% in almost 148 
PLOS
7/33 every case. However, we know that the solution to this problem is the appearance of a 149 single additional molecule and its fragments in the spectra, since a solution of water and 150
clomiphene is added in the plasma samples. Thus, it is expected that a single peak
151
(feature) should be sufficient to classify the spectra. Considering this information, we 152 see that a single peak is used for classification only when applying the VLM correction 153 and alignment algorithms when using the Decision Tree and SCM. We also see a
154
decrease in the number of features used for the AdaBoost classifier when using the VLM 155 correction and alignment algorithms. In the case of the L1-regularized SVM, the 156 sparsest solution (with an average of 2.6 features used) was obtained when the VLM
157
correction algorithm was applied in addition to binning. 
Stability of virtual lock masses in datasets
204
This experiment was conducted in order to verify that virtual lock masses detected on a 205 given dataset will be found in unseen spectra of the same type. The algorithm for VLM 206 detection was also cross-validated on the Days Dataset and the
207
Clomiphene-Acetaminophen Dataset. Each dataset was randomly partitioned into k 208 folds. The VLM detection algorithm was applied to the first k − 1 folds, the training 209 folds. The detected VLMs on the training folds are then used for VLM correction of the 210 spectra in last remaining fold, the testing fold. When the correction is applied, we note 211 if every VLM is found in the spectra of the testing fold. The algorithm is scored 212 according to the ratio of detected VLMs on the training folds that are also found in the 213 testing fold. This process is repeated k times so that each fold serves as a test fold once. 214 Multiples values of k were used in the experiment, such that k ∈ {3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20}.
In each case, we found that every VLM point detected on the training set was 216 detected on the testing set. This thus results in a ratio of VLMs found in the testing set 217
PLOS
10/33 over the VLMs detected on the training set of 100% in all cases. This provides empirical 218 evidence of the stability of VLM points across different sets of spectra.
219
Influence of the number of samples on virtual lock mass 220 correction
221
An experiment was performed in order to evaluate the behavior of the VLM detection 222
and correction algorithms on varying numbers of samples. In a first step, the VLM 223 detection algorithm followed by the VLM correction algorithm was performed on the 224 whole set of spectra. 25 spectra were randomly selected as a test set. These test spectra 225
will be considered the "ground truth", i.e., the best correction that the algorithm can 226 achieve for these 25 spectra.
227
The algorithm was subsequently applied to a part of the training set. This part was 228 gradually increased from 10 to 160 spectra. At each point, the uncorrected test spectra 229
were corrected and compared to the ground truth. the VLM detection and correction algorithms, a higher number of lock masses is found. 239
As the number of training spectra increases, the number of virtual lock masses found 240 diminishes and starts to plateau near the number of lock masses found in the whole 241 dataset. This is explained by the fact that when few spectra are in the training set,
242
there is a higher number of candidates. As new spectra are added in the training set,
243
there is a probability that one of the new spectra are missing at least one peak that was 244 previously considered a virtual lock mass. These peaks could be missing because of 245 strong noise, either on the m/z axis or in terms of intensity, rendering its intensity too 246
small to be considered a VLM. A peak could also be missing simply because the drops under 2.0 ppms when using 100 spectra or more to train the correction algorithm. 255
In conjunction with the results of inductive learning shown above, these results suggest 256
that the VLM detection and correction algorithms can generalize the virtual lock 257 masses and correction it learns to unseen spectra of the same nature, such as those of a 258 new test set.
The algorithms proposed in this article aim to render mass spectra more comparable for 261 large datasets acquired in single or multiple batches. The VLM detection algorithm is 262 stable and detects virtual lock masses reliably in datasets. It also detects peaks that are 263 present in mass spectra of the same type but that are not part of the training set. In and detect virtual lock masses, the mass spectra forming the dataset must be of the 281 same "nature" so that the algorithm can detect a sufficient number of peaks that are 282 common to all spectra. Additionally, the correction algorithm works best in a situation 283
where there are more peaks than spectra. In the cases where each spectrum contains 284 very few peaks, there is a much lower probability that that algorithm can find peaks 285 present in all spectra of the set.
286
Future works The algorithms, as presented here, can only be applied to mass 287 spectra represented by a list of peaks of the form (µ, ι) where µ is the m/z value of the 288 peak and ι its intensity. Hence, the algorithms are currently not applicable with mass spectra having additional dimensions for the peaks, such as ion mobility. It is also not 290 applicable to mass spectra paired with chromatography. It is thus relevant to 291 investigate if the proposed approach, based on virtual lock masses, can be extended to 292 incorporate these extra dimensions.
293
Materials and methods
294
In this section, we present the mathematical basis of the proposed methodology. First, 295
the problem of virtual lock-mass identification is addressed. A formal definition of VLM 296
peaks is introduced, along with an highly efficient algorithm capable of identifying such 297 peaks in a set of mass spectra. Second, a methodology for correcting mass spectra based 298 on a set of identified virtual lock masses is described. Third, an algorithm for mass 299 spectra alignment based on the previous algorithm is proposed. Finally, the datasets 300 used and the experimental methodologies are presented.
301
Definitions
302
Let us first recall that a set is an un-ordered collection of elements whereas a sequence is 303
an ordered collection of elements. Hence, in a sequence we have a first element, a second 304 element, and so on. If A is a sequence or a set, |A| denotes the number of elements in A. 305 Let S def = {S 1 , ..., S m } be a set of mass spectra. Each spectrum S i is a sequence of 306 peaks, where each peak is a pair (µ, ι) with an m/z value µ and a peak intensity ι.
307
Let a window of size 2w centered on the peak (µ, ι) be an interval that starts at 308 µ · (1 − w) and ends at µ · (1 + w). Notice that the size of the window w is relative to µ. 309
The reason for using window sizes in relative units is that the mass measurement 310 uncertainty of ToF mass spectrometers increases linearly with the m/z value of a peak. 311
Given a set S of mass spectra and a window size parameter w, a virtual lock mass
312
(VLM) with respect to (S, w) is a point v on the m/z axis such that there exists a set P 313 of peaks from S that satisfies the following properties 314 1. P contains exactly one peak from each spectrum in S. 2. The average of the m/z values of the peaks in P is equal to v. 5. Every peak in P has an intensity superior to a threshold t.
319
If and only if all these criteria are satisfied, we say that P is the set of peaks associated 320
with the VLM v.
321
Note than we impose an intensity threshold t, since peaks with a higher intensity 322 will tend to have a higher mass accuracy. Hence, in principle, a VLM is defined only 323 with respect to (w.r.t.) (S, w, t). However, we will drop the reference to t to simplify 324 the notation.
325
A crucial aspect of the definition of a VLM is the fact that it holds only w.r. possible case is that of a window size that is too small. In this situation, the window 334 would be unable to detect groups of peaks coming from each spectra of S. window size w, the algorithm that we present in the next subsection identifies all 342 isolated VLM points w.r.t. (S, w). Consequently, the best value for w is one for which 343 the number of isolated VLM points is the largest.
344
An Algorithm for Virtual Lock Mass Identification
345
Given a set S = {S 1 , . . . , S m } of m spectra, each peak is identified by a pair (σ, ρ)
346
where σ ∈ {1, . . . , m} is the index of its spectrum of origin and ρ ∈ {1, . . . , n σ } is the Window size w 1 correctly detects four VLM groups. Window size w 2 however is too wide and will detect ambiguous and erroneous groups. Moreover, w 2 will detect several overlapping VLM groups.
index of the peak in spectrum S σ containing n σ peaks. Given that we have a total of n 348 peaks in S, we have that 
351
The proposed algorithm uses two data structures: a binary heap and a so-called 352 active sequence. A binary heap is a classical data structure used for priority queues 353 which are useful when one wants to efficiently remove the element of highest priority in 354 a queue. In our case, the heap will maintain, at any time, the next peak of each spectra 355 to be processed by the algorithm. Hence, given a set S of m spectra, the heap generally 356
contains a set of m peaks, where each peak belongs to a different spectrum of S. The of peaks). Removing the value at the front of L is also performed in constant time.
374
We now present a short description of the algorithm for virtual lock mass 1 We refer here to the well-known running times (available from any introductory textbook on data structures and algorithms) for heap construction, removal of its top element, and insertion of a new element.
Advancing the active sequence This step tries to insert at the end of the list L of 393 A the peak (σ, ρ) located on top of H. The insertion succeeds if the resulting A still 394 have some probability that the peak sequence can become a VLM after zero or more 395 future insertions. Thus, we first verify if another peak from spectrum S σ is present in A. 396 If that is the case, then the insertion fails. Otherwise, we compute the new value µ A 397 that µ A will have after the insertion. If the peak at the front of L (the peak in A having 398 the smallest m/z value) and the new peak (σ, ρ) have masses that are within the window 399
, then the insertion succeeds. The peak is inserted, and H is 400 updated by removing the peak (σ, ρ) and adding the next peak from the spectrum S σ . 401 Thus, this step ensures that we can insert a new peak in A and still have some 402 probability that the sequence can become a VLM after zero or more future insertions. 403 Whenever we have an insertion failure, it means that the active sequence cannot 404 become a valid VLM and that we must remove from A the peak having the smallest 405 m/z value (which is located in the front of L) in order to have a chance that the 406 sequence of peaks in A becomes a valid VLM.
407
Advancing the lower bound This step is used to remove the peak (σ, ρ) at the 408 front of L until a valid insertion can be made. First, it updates B[σ] to F alse, as peak 409 (σ, ρ) is about to be removed and no peak from S σ will be in the active sequence A 410 anymore. The m/z value of peak (σ, ρ) is copied in µ l , and the peak is then removed 411 from L. If L is empty at this point, its average m/z value µ A is set to 0. Otherwise, µ A 412 is set to the average value of the peaks remaining in the active sequence.
413
Removing overlapping virtual lock masses The final step of the algorithm 414 removes all overlapping VLMs. As described in Appendix 1, a Boolean vector (with a 415 number of components equal to the number of VLMs found) is initialized to F alse.
416
Then, we simply iterate over all the VLM points found and assign the corresponding are now in position to present the main algorithm for virtual lock mass detection, which 422
is described by Algorithm (1). 2 This may appear to be a strategy a bit too complicated than necessary in view of the fact that the largest (and smallest) such sub-sequence must contain exactly m peaks to be a valid VLM. However, we will see below that a significant advantage of using the proposed strategy is the fact that the same algorithm, with some very small and trivial modification, can also be used to detect the alignment points of S.
presented by H would be missed by the algorithm.
451
As explained in Appendix 1, the running time of Algorithm (1) (i.e., the VLM 452 detection algorithm) is in O(n log m) for a sequence S of m spectra that contains a total 453 of n peaks. This, however, is for a fixed value of window size w. Note that in order to 454 obtain the most accurate correction (by interpolation) for the spectra in S, we should 455 use the largest number of isolated (i.e., non-overlapping) VLMs we can find.
456
Consequently, the optimal value for w is the one for which Algorithm (1) will give the 457 largest number of isolated VLMs. Moreover, note that if w is too small, very few VLMs 458 will be detected as w will not be able to cover exactly one peak per spectra. If, on the 459 other hand, w is too large, a large number of the VLMs found in the first phase of the 460 algorithm will overlap and the remaining isolated VLMs will be rare. Consequently, 461 because of this "unimodal" behavior, one can generally find rapidly the best value for w. 462
In our case, we never needed to tried more than 20 different values.
463
An Algorithm for Virtual Lock Mass Correction
464
Given a set S of spectra and a widow size parameter w expressed in relative units, once 465 the sequence V of all isolated VLM points w.r.t. (S, w) has been determined, the 466 individual spectra in S can be corrected in a manner similar as it is usually done with 467 traditional lock masses. Algorithm (2) performs the correction needed for each peak in 468 a spectrum S ∈ S.
469
First, in the for loop, we identify each peak of S corresponding to a lock mass point 470 v i ∈ V. Since S ∈ S and v i is a VLM point w.r.t. (S, w), we are assured to find exactly 471 one such peak p j ∈ S with an observed m/z value of µ j such that µ j lies in the interval 472
For such µ j , we assign the index j to α i so that α α α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) 473 is a vector of n indexes, each pointing to the peak in S associated to a VLM point.
474
Note that for µ j ∈ [(1 − w)v i , (1 + w)v i ], its corrected m/z value must be equal to v i .
475
Instead of performing these corrections immediately in the for loop, we delay them to 476 the linear interpolation step where all peaks having a m/z value µ j such that 477 α 1 ≤ j ≤ α n will be corrected. ι 1 ), (µ 2 , ι 2 ) , ..., (µ m , ι m ) where each µ j is the corrected m/z value for the peak (µ j , ι j ) ∈ S Data: α α α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ), a vector of indexes (natural numbers) //construction of α α α i ← 1;
To explain precisely this procedure, let µ (µ j ) denote the corrected 480 value of µ j . Linear interpolation consists at looking for a correction of the form
where a is called the slope and b is the intercept. By imposing that µ (µ j ) = v i for 482 j = α i and µ (µ j ) = v i+1 for j = α i+1 , we find that
and b = v i − aµ αi . The nested while loops of the algorithm performs exactly these 484 linear interpolation corrections for all µ j such that α i ≤ j ≤ α i+1 for i = 1 to n − 1.
485
Once all m/z values µ j such that α 1 ≤ j ≤ α n have been corrected, the algorithm is 486
done. Hence, we have decided not to correct any m/z value of S that is either smaller 487 that v 1 (1 − w) or larger than v n (1 + w) because such a peak has only one adjacent 
492
From VLM correction to spectra alignment
493
After running the VLM detection and correction algorithms, all the peaks associated 494 with VLM points will be perfectly aligned in the sense that each peak in different 495 spectra associated to a VLM point v will have exactly the same m/z value v. However, 496
all the other peaks corrected by Algorithm (2) will not be perfectly aligned in the sense 497 that a molecule fragment responsible for a peak in different spectra will not yield 498 exactly the same mass after correction. This is due to possibly many uncontrollable 499 phenomena that vary each time a sample gets processed by a mass spectrometer, and by 500 the fact that the correction of each peak was performed by an approximate numerical 
507
More precisely, suppose that we have executed Algorithms (1) and (2) with a 508 window size parameter w (in relative units) on a set S of mass spectra. In addition,
509
suppose that a molecule fragment f gives rise to a peak of m/z value µ 1 in spectrum S 1 , 510
and a peak of m/z value µ 2 in spectrum S 2 , and so on for a sub-sequence of spectra in 511 relative units, such that 0 < θ w, and for which we have
for all µ i ∈ M f . Moreover, if θ is sufficiently small, we expect that the sequence M g 515 referring to peaks produced by another molecule fragment g having a different mass will 516 be such that each µ j ∈ M g will not be located
517
Motivated by this hypothesis, let us introduce the following definitions. Given that 518
Algorithms (1) and (2) have been executed on a set S of mass spectra with window size 519 parameter w in relative units, and given that we have another window size parameter there exists a set M f of peaks from S that satisfies the following properties. 4. There does not exist another peak in S that we can add to M f and still satisfy 527 the above properties.
528
Whenever these criteria are satisfied, we say that M f is the alignment set associated to 529 alignment point µ f . Given S and θ, an alignment point µ f w.r. to m (since the peaks in an alignment set may originate from a molecule fragment which is not present in all the samples for which we have a spectrum in S). Hence, if we remove the constraint that each virtual lock mass must be formed of |S| peaks from the validation step, Algorithm (1) then finds all the maximum-length sub-sequence of peaks that satisfy the 4 criteria for a valid alignment set when it reaches the overlap deletion step. The second difference is that there is no intensity threshold t applied to the peaks for alignment, as we wish to align every peak in the spectra if possible. Note that, generally, a lower intensity threshold is still applied to the peaks in order to remove peaks that are the result of background noise. Consequently, with that very minor change,
virtualLockMassDetection(S, θ)
finds all isolated alignment points w.r.t. (S, θ) in O(n log m) time, where n is the total 533 number of peaks in S.
534
If the window size parameter θ is too large, then many alignment points will overlap 535
and Algorithm (1) will return very few isolated alignment points. If θ is very very small, 536
then, in contrast with the VLM identification case, Algorithm (1) will return a very 537 large number of isolated alignment points associated to aligned sets that contain only 538 one point. Hence, in contrast with the VLM identification case, the best parameter θ is 539 not the one for which we obtain the largest number of alignment points. that each m/z value will be located within time. Assuming that we always have log(r) < m, the total running time to find θ is in 565 O(mr), and hence in O(n) when S contains a total of n peaks.
566
Once the window size θ is found, we can then run Algorithm (1) just once on the full 567 set S of spectra with that value of θ in O(n log m) time. Consequently, the total Once we have the VLM points and the alignment points, these are used to provide a 571 representation of the spectra which is well suited for running machine learning 572 algorithms on them. Indeed, consider Fig (5) . For any new spectrum S, the VLM points 573 are first used correct the m/z value of each peak of S and, following that, the intensity 574 of any corrected peak that fall into the window associated to an alignment point give a 575 feature of S. Hence, the vector of these intensities provides a new representation of the 576 spectrum S that we will use for the input into a classifier to predict the label of S. Finally, it might be tempting to use a clustering approach to solve the problem of 578 finding the isolated alignment points. After all, the alignment sequences are just 579 clusters of peaks belonging to different spectra. However, we have to keep in mind that 580 current trends lead to the processing of hundreds of spectra, each potentially containing 581 thousands of peaks. The total number of peaks to be processed can thus reach a million 582 peaks or more. In our case, the total running time of the full pipeline (finding all 583 isolated VLMs, correcting all the mass spectra with the VLMs, and finding all the 584 isolated alignment points) is in O(n log m). Hence, any algorithm running in Ω(n 2 ) time, will be completely surpassed by the proposed pipeline of algorithms. and left at room temperature until dryness.
627
Cancer Dataset Plasma from patients diagnosed for breast cancer and from healthy 628 patients were individually treated using the same acetonitrile crash protocol. A total of 629 96 samples from breast cancer patients were acquired. In addition, 96 plasma samples 630 from healthy patients were also acquired in order to have control samples.
631
Data acquisition
632
All data were acquired on a Synapt G2-Si mass spectrometer. The instrument was used is the following: 2 seconds at 0%, ramp up to 65% in 6 seconds, hold at 65% for 2 639
seconds and back at 0% in 0.1 second.
640
Data conversion Raw files produced by the mass spectrometer were converted to 641 ion list using a continuous to centroid approach using the ProcessKernel software resulting centroided peak list were used for data analysis.
For all experiments presented in this article, the t threshold on intensity for virtual 645 lock mass detection was set at 1000 counts. 
